EXHIBIT F
OK. I have more than 20 open inquiries at this time

Stand down please. Front office working it

Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 5, 2020, at 2:30 PM, wrote:

Got it. I will reply to this reporter before other CBS reporters

FYI...

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

Hi

Thanks for the chat. As I mentioned, I was made aware of this press release by CAIR and the allegations in
I want to make sure no platform at CBS gets near this before we have something from CBP. If you get any info — especially on the alleged national CBP directive on the matter (mentioned in the press release) — I would appreciate it if you could let me know.

Best,

Immigration reporter, CBS News

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Thank you. I will start sending now

---

STATEMENT

Social media posts that CBP is detaining Iranian-Americans and refusing their entry into the U.S. because of their country of origin are false. Reports that DHS/CBP has issued a related directive are also false.

ON BACKGROUND

Based on the current threat environment, CBP is operating with an enhanced posture at its ports of entry to safeguard our national security and protect the America people while simultaneously protecting the civil rights and liberties of everyone. CBP routinely adjusts staffing and operations to maintain the duel missions of border security and facilitation of lawful trade and travel. Processing times are the result of the current circumstances, including staffing levels, volume of traffic, and threat posture.

At the Blaine POE, wait times increased to an average of two hours on Saturday evening, although some travelers experienced wait times of up to four hours due to increased volume and reduced staff during the holiday season. Current wait times Sunday morning were about 40 minutes for passenger vehicles.

CBP does not discriminate based on religion, race, ethnicity, or sexual orientation.
On Jan 5, 2020, at 3:54 PM, (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) wrote:

I'm up to 40 now and they are getting restless. It's an interesting Sunday.

Keep a tally, will be back soon. Happy Sunday?

Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 5, 2020, at 2:38 PM, (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) wrote:

OK. I have more than 20 open inquiries at this time

Stand down please. Front office working it

Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 5, 2020, at 2:30 PM, (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) wrote:

Got it. I will reply to this reporter before other CBS reporters

Sent from my iPhone
Subject: CBS // Question on allegations by CAIR on alleged CBP "order" re: Iran

FYI...

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Date: January 5, 2020 at 2:17:15 PM EST
To: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: Question on allegations by CAIR on alleged CBP "order" re: Iran

Hi

Thanks for the chat. As I mentioned, I was made aware of this press release by CAIR and the allegations in it: https://www.cair.com/breaking_cair_wa_assisting_iranian_americans_detained_u_s_border

I want to make sure no platform at CBS gets near this before we have something from CBP. If you get any info — especially on the alleged national CBP directive on the matter (mentioned in the press release) — I would appreciate it if you could let me know.

Best,

(b) (6)

Immigration reporter, CBS News